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Company: Euro-Projects Recruitment Ltd

Location: Draycott in the Clay

Category: architecture-and-engineering

NPI Engineer, Derby, Derbyshire, Staffordshire

* Are you an NPI Engineer or Project Engineer or Technical Lead or Design Engineer seeking the

next step in your career? Are you an NPI Engineer or Design Engineer who is seeking the

chance to report into Director level of a fast growth engineering SME (electromechanical

focus – DFM, NPI, Technical Leadership).

* Electromechanical design, development, test, prototype, and manufacturing business based

near Needwood, Derbyshire / Staffordshire region.

* Fantastic office and manufacturing facilities.

Key to this role is working closely with customers to take products from design /

development to manufacture. This will include working at the concept stage for brand new

products and the evolution of exiting products to ensure design for manufacture.

Are you seeking NPI Engineer jobs or Project Engineer jobs or Technical Lead jobs or Senior

Design Engineer jobs or Principal Engineer jobs in the Needwood, Burton upon Trent, Derby,

Derbyshire, Stoke, Uttoxeter, Tamworth, Lichfield, Stafford, Staffordshire, Ashbourne, Ashby-

de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire region?
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We are looking for a candidate who is:

* A NPI Engineer or Project Engineer or Technical Lead or Design Engineer who is passionate and

excited about being able to really make your mark on the design and manufacture of a

diverse range of products within a dynamic, rapidly growing, engineering SME.

* An ability to work closely with customers to lead and influence the design and development of

products.

* Previous 3D mechanical design or electromechanical design experience.

* Balances product innovation / development with a ‘design for manufacture’ approach.

* Demonstrates personal qualities including transparent and accountable, honest, and

approachable, efficient and results driven, customer focussed, and solution orientated.

The NPI Engineer opportunity:

* You will play a key role in the engineering team, reporting directly to the Engineering

Director.

* Management of projects from design, development through to manufacture and future

customer technical support.

* Work closely with customers and internal teams to lead and influence the design and

development of products.

* Deliver quality throughout the product development and manufacturing lifecycle.

This NPI Engineer job is commutable from Needwood, Burton upon Trent, Derby, Derbyshire,

Stoke, Uttoxeter, Tamworth, Lichfield, Stafford, Staffordshire, Ashbourne, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

Leicestershire region?



To apply please send your CV to Luke Smith at Euro Projects Recruitment Ltd.

Visit the Euro Projects Recruitment website to search our latest permanent, contract and

interim vacancies.

“Please note that if you are not contacted within the next ten days then your application, on

this occasion, has not been successful. We thank you for taking the time to apply.”

This job is posted by Euro Projects Recruitment, a recruitment consultancy specialising in

engineering and manufacturing appointments from tool room to boardroom. We combine over

100 years of technical knowledge and recruitment expertise to introduce the best candidates

to the best companies. We are passionate about your future and persistent in our efforts

to secure you the right job.

Apply Now
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